Ultrafine heat-induced structural perturbations of bone mineral at the individual nanocrystal level.
The nanoscale characteristics of the mineral phase in bone tissue such as nanocrystal size, organization, structure and composition have been identified as potential markers of bone quality. However, such characterization remains challenging since it requires combining structural analysis and imaging modalities with nanoscale precision. In this paper, we report the first application of automated crystal orientation mapping using transmission electron microscopy (ACOM-TEM) to the structural analysis of bone mineral at the individual nanocrystal level. By controlling the nanocrystal growth of a cortical bovine bone model artificially heated up to 1000 °C, we highlight the potential of this technique. We thus show that the combination of sample mapping by scanning and the crystallographic information derived from the collected electron diffraction patterns provides a more rigorous analysis of the mineral nanostructure than standard TEM. In particular, we demonstrate that nanocrystal orientation maps yield valuable information for dimensional analysis. Furthermore, we show that ACOM-TEM has sufficient sensitivity to distinguish between phases with close crystal structures and we address unresolved questions regarding the existence of a hexagonal to monoclinic phase transition induced by heating. This first study therefore opens new perspectives in bone characterization at the nanoscale, a daunting challenge in the biomedical and archaeological fields, which could also prove particularly useful to study the mineral characteristics of tissue grown at the interface with biomaterials implants. In this paper, we propose a new approach to assess the mineral properties of bone at the individual nanocrystal level, a major challenge for decades. We use a modified Transmission Electron Microscopy acquisition mode to perform an Automated Crystal Orientation Mapping (ACOM-TEM) by analyzing electron diffraction patterns. We tune the mineral nanocrystal size by heating a model bovine bone system and show that this method allows precisely assessing the mineral nanocrystal size, orientation and crystallographic phase. ACOM-TEM therefore has sufficient sensitivity to solve problems that couldn't be answered using X-ray diffraction. We thus revisit the fine mechanisms of bone nanocrystal growth upon heating, a process currently used for bone graft manufacturing, also of practical interest for forensic science and archaeology.